Human Security in Cyberspace
How has the U.S.-China relations facilitate human security issues in cyberspace?

Cybersecurity

- U.S.-China cyberspace interactions
- State Response to security threats
- Rising concerns on Human rights violation
International Facilitations

Leaders & non-state actors → state identity

U.S.-China cyberspace interactions-
cyber hacks, attacks, espionage,
identity theft, stealing intellectual
property

International threats in cyberspace
China State Implications

“Web Warriors” Helen Sun
China’s security strategy & state interest sees information key for economic and modernisation development
Security challenges create new cybersecurity government agencies
Rising Concerns

Critical for Human Rights...

Cybersecurity Awareness
+ Loss of privacy
+ Freedom of speech online
+ Censorship
Agreements

2015 Cyber Agreement

+ U.S. China cooperation in cyberspace
+ New agreements enforcing human rights security
Future Concerns

- Proliferation of cyberspace/internet -> uncontrollable/ anarchy
- AI entities gaining control over valuable human information